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Abstract:Reviewing the state_of_the_art and the trend of railway t ransport sy stem simulation , this
paper simply int roduces the characteristics and analyzes thei r functions of several international
railw ay simulators as well as thei r application areas.I t also discusses the st ructure of a general
railw ay simulator and review s the methodology , such as fuzzy set theory , multi_agent sy stem and
agent_oriented technology in developing such simulators.Based on the practices of Chinese railway
simulation researches , the paper advances the key points w ith thei r applications to develop a rail-
way simulator f rom the view point of technical aspect , including t raffic data collect ion , better inte-
gration of professional know ledge and computer skills , sustainable f ramew ork of simulator , im-
proving documentation and sof tw are validation , and more accumulation of technical content.
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1　??????????
(1)VISION ??[ 19] .VISION ??? AEA ??????????????? ,?? PC ?? Win-
dow sNT ?????.VISION ?????:①???????????? 、?????????????
??????;②????????????????(?“??-?”)???;③???????.
V ISION ???????? 、?????????????? ,??:①?????????;②??
??????????????;③??????????????.
(2)LOGSIM ??.LOGSIM ????????????.???????????? 、?????
???????????????????????? 、??????????????.
???? TPC(Train Performance Calculator)???? ,????????:①?????????
????????????????? ,???????????? 、????????? 、?????




(3)RAILSIM ? TPC ??[ 20] .RAILSIM ????????????????.?? TPC ??? ,
??????????????????????.??:①???????????? ,? 340???
????? ,180???????? , 120????? , 70?????? , 70?????? , 110????




TPC?????????:①?? Davis?? ,?????????? ,???????????;②
????????(AAR),?? Davis????? ,????????? ,????????????(?
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? 70 t??),??????????????????????(MUV),?? ,AAR????????
????;③??? Davis?? ,????????? AAR?? ,?????????;④Tot ten???
Davis?? ,????????AAR???? Davis?? ,????? Davis??;⑤??? Davis?? ,?
???????? RAILSIM ????????????? ,??? Davis?????????? ,??
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(4)TrainSTAR??[ 21] .ORTHSTAR?? 1999???? TrainSTAR???????????? ,
????????????????.TrainSTAR? WABCO ??????? ORTHSTAR?????




(5)UTRAS??.UTRAS(? 1)??????????? 20?? 80?????????????
?????????[ 22] ,?? 20?? 90????????.?????????????????? ,
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